Job Description
Camera Operator/Editor

Division:
Reports to:

News and Current Affairs, The Feed
Executive Producer, The Feed

Duty Statement
This role exists to film, edit and compile news stories for the daily The Feed show.
The ENG Editor/Camera Operator is responsible for undertaking their work in a way that reflects
SBS’s Charter, Vision and Values and complies with relevant SBS policies, procedures and
practices.
The duties of this position will be reviewed as The Feed’s business systems, work practices and
work flows are aligned with SBS’s existing operations. This may result in changes to the duty
statement to ensure this role accurately reflects future The Feed work arrangements and practices
relative to existing positions of a similar nature in SBS.
The main tasks/responsibilities include:
1. Film, edit and compile news stories for The Feed under direction.
2. Operate ENG/EFP gear, including camera, sound and non-linear editing equipment under
direction.
3. Work constructively, responsibly, professionally and harmoniously with Broadcast Operations
staff and with reporters, producers and other clients.
4. Work shifts and travel on assignments as required. A current driving licence is a requirement for
this position.
5. Help to ensure a high standard of on-air presentation is maintained that reflects The Feed brand
and is consistent with the SBS Charter, purpose and goals
6. Ensure a high quality control for The Feed internal productions
7. Develop and implement creative projects.
8. Maintain creativity and thought when producing internal productions.
9. Help create and maintain a distinct visual style for the Feed.
10. All employees are responsible for Work Health & Safety, and must comply with SBS’s safety
responsibilities as detailed in relevant Acts, Regulations, Standards, Codes of Practice and the
SBS Safety Management System (SMS), including;


report all injuries & hazards immediately to your supervisor



Work safely with consideration given to your co-workers according to your departments
operational requirements

Selection Criteria
Criterion 1 - SBS


As an SBS Team Member demonstrate a positive and enthusiastic understanding of SBS’s
Purpose and Values and a commitment to a safe, secure and diverse workplace.



Demonstrate an understanding and alignment with SBS’s values and including an ability to
contribute to a positive culture through:
o Being a positive representative or advocate for SBS;
o Constructive and appropriate interaction with others;
o Adopting a can do/will do approach; and
o Displaying a commitment to the team including OH&S, diversity and team work
goals.

Criterion 2 – Technical


Demonstrated current experience with a National or Regional Television Network operating
linear editing systems to produce a broadcast product.



Demonstrated current experience with a National or Regional Television Network operating
ENG Camera equipment in gathering content for News based programming.



Able to work shifts and travel on assignments as required.

Criterion 3 – Communication


Well-developed communication skills including the ability to liaise and negotiate with other
areas of SBS, other organisations and the general public.



Strong time management skills, highly organised and self-motivated.

